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IMPORTANT DATES 
Friday, May 7    Mother’s Day Stall 
Thursday, May 20   Year 1 Excursion – Animal Land Children's Farm 
Monday, June 14   Queen’s Birthday (Public Holiday) 
Thursday, June 24   Parent Teacher Interviews and Pupil Free Day  
Friday, June 25   Last day of Term 2, 2:30 p.m. finish  
Monday, July 12   First day, Term 3, 8:50am start 
 

 
Dear Parent/Guardian 

Welcome back to Term 2.  We hope that you had an enjoyable break.  It is great to see the children 
settle into the term so quickly and positively.  

CURRICULUM 
LITERACY 
Reading – Our reading program promotes a love of books and reading! Students will continue to 
practise different reading strategies while reading ‘just right’ books.  They will learn about the features 
of fiction books and poems and they will be taught how to use visualising to further develop their 
comprehension when reading.  Students will also learn about the structure, features and purpose of 
nonfiction books.  This will enhance their knowledge about the world and they will be encouraged to 
ask questions about the books that they read.  All students participate in Independent Reading on a 
daily basis for approximately 15 minutes.  This involves students choosing and reading ‘just right’ 
books (i.e. books that match their level of ability and interests) from the classroom library to practise 
their reading skills and strategies. 
 
Writing – Students will continue practising the skills and strategies of good writers.  They will be 
encouraged to write the letters of the alphabet using the correct size and shape on dotted thirds 
paper. Students will write responses to the poetry that they have read during Reading.  They will 
also participate in nonfiction writing ‘All About Books’ over 3 pages.  Students will be focusing on 
sequencing their ideas logically, including information that is related to the topic and accurately using 
capital letters and full stops. 
 
Speaking & Listening – Students will be encouraged to talk about and describe their personal 
experiences in detail. They will learn to listen and take turns during Show & Tell, class discussions 
and group work.  
 
NUMERACY  
This term the topics that will be covered include counting forwards and backwards by 1s, 2s, 5s & 
10s starting at various numbers between 1 and 100.  We will also be focusing on money, subtraction, 
fractions, 2D & 3D shapes, days of the week and months of the year, identifying and creating patterns 
and telling time to the hour and half hour on an analogue and digital clock.  
 
SHOW & TELL 
In order for Show & Tell to be an interesting and relevant learning experience there will be a range 
of different topics each week.  We would like your child to bring to school a maximum of one item on 
their Show & Tell day.  You can help your child to be prepared by talking with them about what they 
intend to say, rehearsing their presentation and helping them to stay on topic.   
 
 
 



Week    Topic 

Week 3 – Week 
beginning May 3 

Tell us about a special female person in your life.  You may want to bring a 
picture or photo. 

Week 4 – Week 
beginning May 10 

Free choice. 

Week 5 – Week 
beginning May 17 

Free choice. 

Week 6 – Week 
beginning May 24 

Tell us about your favourite thing to learn at school.  You may like to bring in a 
piece of work you have done at home or at school. 

Week 7 – Week 
beginning May 31 

Talk about your favourite book, you may want to bring it in to show the class. 

Week 8 – Week 
beginning June 7 

Free choice. 

Week 9 – Week 
beginning June 14 

Talk about your favourite food to make with your family, you may want to bring 
in a picture or a recipe to show the class. 

Week 10 – Week 
beginning June 21 

Talk about what you found most interesting when learning about ‘From the 
Farm to the Fork’.  

 
INTEGRATED STUDIES  
The Year 1 students will be studying the topic ‘From the Farm to the Fork’ this term.  They will be 
looking at where our food comes from and how it makes its way to our fork.  We will also learn about 
how food is changed (processed) to make it safe.  The Year 1 students will attend an excursion to 
‘Animal Land Children’s Farm’ on Thursday, May 20 to further extend their learning about our 
topic.  More information has been provided on the excursion note.  
 
HOMEWORK 
Each day your child brings home a new take home reading book.  We ask that you to help your child 
to read their book each day and complete the diary entries.  The take home books need to be read 
and returned in the blue take home bag every day.  If your child does not have a take home book 
bag, one can be purchased at the school office for $10. 
 
In addition to the take home reading book, your child has a small exercise book that has lists of their 
reading words called Magic Words.  In the book, there are the Magic Word lists that we would like 
your child to learn how to read and spell.  As your child learns the words on each word list, more 
word lists will be added by your child's classroom teacher.  This term, classroom teachers have 
added a page of 'Magic Word Activities' into your child's exercise book.  This page contains 
suggestions of activities that your child can do to help them practice the words on their word list. 
 
Thank you for your support and we look forward to an enjoyable and successful second term. 
 
 

MR SIMON DUNDAS, MS LAURA MEEHAN (TEAM LEADER),  
MR MITCHELL MILLER, MS ANIKA O’CALLAGHAN & MS NATASHA PALOMBI 

YEAR 1 TEACHERS 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



SPECIALIST CLASSES 
Below is a brief outline of what all our Year 1 students will be learning about this term in our specialist 
areas. 
 
Visual Arts 
This term in Visual Arts, the students will explore the topic of ‘Food in Art Form’ by using different 
mediums to create tasty treats that really look edible.  They will experiment with different materials, 
techniques and processes to make artworks in a range of art forms as stipulated in the Victorian 
Curriculum including using clay, paint, card, oil pastel and dye.  The students will begin with a 
construction and collage ‘Alphabet Soup’ piece.  They will then construct ‘3D Ice Creams’ and 
sculpt a ‘Glazed Donut’ from clay that will be displayed as part of a year level collection.  In the 
final weeks of the term, students will draw on their real life food experiences to create ‘Mixed Media 
Hamburgers’.  This term’s skill focus will be on construction, painting and sculpting. 
 
Performing Arts 
In Term 2, Year 1 students will continue to participate in singing, moving, playing and creating music.  
As stipulated in the Victorian Curriculum, students will sing and play instruments to improvise, 
compose and practise a repertoire of chants, songs and rhymes.  They will participate in activities 
that further develop their knowledge and skills of musical elements such as beat, rhythm, pitch, 
dynamics and tempo.   When learning about pitch, they will create their own melodies and pitch maps 
using iPad applications and instruments.  The students will also use their developing acting skills to 
perform the story of ‘The Little Red Riding Hood’. After an introduction to Opera, in small groups 
the students will create their own operas using the Opera Maker iPad application.     

Physical Education (P.E.) 
Throughout this term, Year 1 students will participate in a range of skill based activities. As outlined 
in the Victorian Curriculum, students will apply simple movement skills and sequences individually, 
in groups and in teams.  Students will continue to work on basic ball skills including bouncing, rolling, 
throwing and catching and will use a range of different ball sizes to enhance their hand eye 
coordination and tracking skills.  They will be learning and practising basic gymnastic skills, focusing 
on body management, control and awareness, which aims at developing co-ordination, mobility, 
strength, endurance, balance, health and good posture habits.  Towards the end of the term, they 
will be working with skipping ropes, developing basics skills in turning the rope and forward skipping. 
 
Digital Technologies  
At the beginning of the term, students will engage in an introduction to Robotics 
featuring Cubettos.   A Cubetto is a small wooden robot that is part of a Coding kit 
that will provide students with a hands-on introduction to computer programming.  
Concepts covered in the classroom Integrated Curriculum unit of ‘From Farm to Fork’ will be 
incorporated in several tasks, particularly a Kid Pix class graph representing favourite farm 
animals.   This will revise and reinforce survey, data and graph creation tasks introduced in Prep 
in line with the Victorian Curriculum that stipulates that students will collect, explore and sort data, 
and use digital systems to present the data creatively.  The students will create individual posters 
about their experiences on the Year 1 farm excursion by refining their layout design, writing and 
photo manipulation skills using various editing tools featured in the Comic Life 3 program. 

 

 

 


